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AR Type
Localization Error Per-frame Delay
Marker-based
∼ a few meters
∼1s
Markerless
< 1 meter
tens of ms (real-time)
Superimposition < 10 centimeters
tens of ms (real-time)
Table 1: Tolerance of localization errors/delays of AR

ABSTRACT
Emerging mobile apps render AR effects based on the places of
interest (POI) that a user is currently in. To obtain the needed POI
labels and a smartphone’s camera position and orientation, such
apps demand inexpensive localization. Yet, existing localization solutions either work poorly in urban areas or require expensive data
collection. To this end, we advocate for an inexpensive, practical
localization pipeline by integrating commodity vision operators.
To instantiate the pipeline, we propose a system with three key
designs: the cloud indexes image features as a forest rather than a
monolithic tree; smartphones incrementally prefetch image features
for on-device matching rather than uploading features to the cloud;
smartphones tune the camera positioning algorithm dynamically
based on its physical environment. Our preliminary results show
that these designs can reduce the cost of image data collection by
up to three orders of magnitude, reduce user-perceived delays, and
scale to diverse AR resource demands and environments.

GPS
Wi-Fi
3D Model This work
Open
Indoor & Indoor &
Environment
Indoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Error
High
Low
Low
Low
Position
3DoF
3DoF
6DoF
6DoF
Ahead-of-time cost Low
Low
High
Low
Runtime cost
Low
Low
Low
Low
Table 2: A comparison of localization solutions

CCS CONCEPTS

camera location and position; iii) the effects are interactive and
continuously rendered in realtime as the camera moves. Table 1
summarizes three classes of POI AR with a variety of visual effects
and resource demands. These classes are Marker-based: AR effects
are overlaid on known physical objects, i.e., markers; Markerless:
AR effects are rendered in free space, e.g., an interactive 3D Medusa
in front of a Starbucks shop; Superimposition: AR effects provide an
alternate view of an object, e.g., a virtual overlay aligned on a wall.
This paper explores localization customized for POI AR in urban areas. To POI AR, the localization system supplies twofold
information, as shown in Table 2: a POI label describing the user’s
current geolocation, e.g., “the Starbucks on Main Street”; the six
degrees of freedom (6DoF) camera pose consisting of camera position (X, Y, Z) and orientation (yaw, pitch, roll). The localization
system should meet the following objectives. i) Low-cost data collection in constructing geo-visual databases that cover urban areas; ii)
Soft real-time camera positioning with tens of ms delay for smooth
user experiences; iii) Privacy: the smartphone should avoid uploading visual data whenever possible; iv) Proportional cost: the
system should incur low computational cost when the AR’s error
and latency requirements are relaxed, as listed in Table 1.
Most well-known localization techniques are inadequate for POI
AR. First, their positioning errors exceed the tolerance of POI labels, especially in the urban outdoor environment. GPS sees errors
as high as 30 meters in urban canyons due to obstruction [4, 15];
even calibrated with inertial sensors, the error is still around 10 meters [4, 5]. Although recent peer-assisted or multipath WiFi-based
localization [16, 17] achieves centimeter-level errors, the techniques
are restricted to indoor settings. More importantly, neither GPS nor
WiFi can estimate 6DoF camera poses. Although fusing 3DoF WiFi
localization and 3DoF orientation estimation, e.g., from gyroscopes,
was reported effective, the technique is mostly limited to indoor
environments [1].
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INTRODUCTION

Places of interest (POI) apps render AR effects on-the-fly based on
a smartphone’s location and position. Integrated into video sharing
apps such as TikTok, POI AR opens a new door to deliver relevant
advertisements. For instance, while a user uses her smartphone
to shoot a short video in front of a coffee shop, the smartphone
renders coffee promotions as a virtual overlay on the screen. Of
such POI AR apps: i) the typical scenarios are urban canyons where
merchants proliferate; ii) the AR effects are specific to the exact
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A CASE FOR CUSTOMIZING
LOCALIZATION FOR POI AR
2.1 Observations

By contrast, vision-based approaches show a higher promise [36].
Among them, 3D model reconstruction is commonly used in commercial solutions [24, 25, 29, 32]: with reference to a colossal, pregenerated 3D point cloud, smartphones can estimate location and
position with cm-level accuracy [32]. Yet, generating 3D models
requires as many as a few thousand images collected for each building [27]. For POI AR, constructing 3D models for an entire urban
area is unscalable.
To this end, we propose to construct an inexpensive localization
pipeline with two vision algorithms in tandem: image feature matching [21, 26] and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). As
shown in Figure 1, the system vendor collects a moderate number
of images covering the urban area, typically tens per POI, ahead
of time; from the images, the vendor extracts and indexes visual
features in K-D Trees called vocabulary trees [21, 26]. When a user
starts a POI AR app, her smartphone identifies its current location
by matching features extracted from the camera video feed with
the features stored in the vocabulary tree, continuously estimates
camera pose using SLAM, and renders AR effects accordingly.
To instantiate the pipeline spanning the smartphones and the
cloud, we present three key system designs, as illustrated in Figure 1.

We summarized a few observations that motivate our key design
choices below.
Observation 1. Constructing geo-visual databases is significantly cheaper than 3D models Constructing a geo-visual database requires fewer images, and consumes fewer compute and
storage resources of up to three orders of magnitude compared
to reconstructing the entire 3D city model that has been carried
out by industrial pioneers [24, 25, 29, 32]. Narrowing down the
scenarios to POI AR applications, 3D model reconstruction is an
overkill. We made a head-to-head cost comparison between the
above two approaches on several stores on the University Avenue
in Palo Alto, a small town in CA, as will be shown in Section 4.
Observation 2. Smaller tree coverage speeds up image matching and reduces the false positive rate Smaller region coverage
corresponds to fewer images and fewer features, so that the vocabulary tree size could be significantly smaller, resulting in faster
image feature searching and matching. Besides, smaller coverage
also effectively reduces the number of POI label candidates, which
often ends up with a higher top-1 accuracy during image matching.
A measurement of the image matching speed and accuracy over a
different range of coverage will be shown in Section 4.

Indexing image features as a vocabulary forest (§3.1) While
prior work typically constructs one vocabulary tree covering all
POIs [26], doing so for the entire urban area results in a deep,
monolithic tree that is expensive to search into. To this end, we
build a vocabulary forest consisting of numerous shallow trees, each
covering a region as large as GPS’s typical error region, e.g., a circle
with a ∼30 m radius. Smaller coverage not only reduces the delay
in feature search but also reduces false positives, as will be shown
in Section 4.

Observation 3. Uploading images to the cloud leaks privacy
Privacy is always a top concern, especially for location-based services involving sensitive private data. However, prior AR work [15,
31] that uploads the user’s camera images to the cloud may incur the risk of data leakage threats. The attacks may come from
malicious public WiFi [35], untrusted cloud [2], or side-channel
attacks [37]. The above privacy issue motivates our design choice
of blinding the cloud by fetching the vocabulary trees to the user’s
smartphone for on-device matching.

Incremental tree prefetch (§3.2) While smartphones may upload image features to the cloud for matching against the features
stored in the vocabulary trees, doing so raises privacy concerns
over the uploaded visual data. As such, we propose for smartphones
to fetch the vocabulary forest to execute matching solely on the devices. As the whole forest can be colossal (e.g., that for a small town
like Palo Alto is more than 50 GB [26]), the smartphone fetches
incrementally: it fetches the tress for the geo-regions that the user
is about to enter, determined based on the current smartphone GPS
location and the predicted trajectory. In prefetch, the smartphone
prioritizes the trees that cover more popular POIs and have larger
overlaps with the GPS’s error region.

Observation 4. SLAM parameters are tunable to adapt to different AR types and various environments The accuracy of
camera positioning varies with input video formats, e.g., resolution,
frame rate, and SLAM parameters, such as the number of features
extracted per frame. This tradeoff caters to the diverse accuracy
requirements from different AR types shown in Table 1, which
motivates our design of choosing a different set of parameter values
corresponding to each AR type. Besides, under some special conditions, e.g., much fewer features could be extracted from smooth
building textures, SLAM is elastic in preventing dramatic accuracy
drops by consuming more expensive video formats. We emulate
different conditions by benchmarking SLAM [20] on real-world
datasets [30], and more details will be shown in Section 4.

Adapting camera positioning to diverse environments (§3.3)
For camera positioning, we exploit the rich tradeoffs between AR
errors and delays. Accordingly, the system tunes SLAM parameters,
e.g., video resolution, frame rate, and the number of per-frame SIFT
features [19], on the fly. The system further adapts its positioning
algorithm to diverse environments that challenge positioning accuracy. For instance, while SIFT features are often detected on object
boundary edges, they become inadequate on smooth and distinctive
building textures [33]. In this case, the system automatically boosts
image resolution or frame rate to prevent potential accuracy loss.
Overall, this paper advocates for deep customization of localization for mobile AR applications, which serves as a stepping stone
towards making POI AR deployable on billions of smartphones and
affordable in thousands of urban areas.

2.2

System Overview

With the above observations, we advocate for a practical urban localization system for mobile POI AR applications, with the proposed
pipeline shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) illustrates the ahead-of-time
vocabulary forest construction, composed by data collection and
geo-visual database construction. During the data collection stage,
the system vendor collects image features from real street scenes.
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(a) Ahead-of-time Construction on the Cloud
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Place Recognition
Engine
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(b) Runtime AR Rendering on the Smartphone

Figure 1: Proposed System
Irrelevant features from random dynamic entities, e.g., persons or
automobiles that happen to pass by, are detected by general object
detectors, e.g., YOLO [23], and are removed from the image ahead
of time. With the image collected and outliers from irrelevant entities removed, the system vendor constructs numerous vocabulary
trees from each group of images covering an independent region.
Eventually, all those vocabulary trees are stored on the cloud server.
Figure 1(b) illustrates a single life cycle of AR effect rendering on
smartphones, which breaks down into vocabulary tree prefetch,
on-device POI recognition, and adaptable camera positioning. To
reduce the end-to-end latency, the smartphone will run a prefetcher
that continuously pulls nearby the vocabulary trees prioritized by
the user’s current GPS location and predicted trajectory. Upon
the app launch, the recognition engine on the smartphone will
match the features extracted from the current camera view with
pre-downloaded features from vocabulary trees. With the POI label
returned by picking the top match, the user then picks up her favorite POI AR effect related to the current POI. The AR rendering
engine then continuously updates the AR model pose by estimating
the 6DoF camera pose on each frame through SLAM, which can
adapt to various AR types and environments.

3

of time is the prerequisite of runtime on-device image matching
and AR effects rendering, which consists of the following steps.
Image collection The image matching accuracy highly depends
on the collection of visual data. For example, the user’s camera could
locate at either the left-hand side or right-hand side and could be
close or far from the building wall. As a result, those differences in
user’s camera positions can incur distortions or occlusions on the
building. In conclusion, the images collected should cover multiple
angles and distances that the user’s camera could position [26].
Empirically, to our best knowledge, collecting around ten images
for one-side of the building is sufficient, and it can derive a higher
than 90% top-1 accuracy out of nine POI candidates, as will be
shown in our preliminary results in Section 4.
Outlier removal Typically, the street view images collected often
contain irrelevant objects in dynamic environments, e.g., persons
and automobiles passing by, and thus will usually incur a negative
impact on image matching accuracy. To remove such impacts, the
system could make full uses of existing state-of-the-art general
object detectors, e.g., YOLO [23], to peel off the outlier features from
irrelevant entities after the street images collection. Besides, the
outlier removal also respects the privacy of persons or automobiles
being captured during data collection [38], which may contain
sensitive information such as human faces and car license plates.

DESIGN

We next describe the three key aspects of our system design, as
shown in Figure 1.

3.1

Vocabulary forest and database construction On the cloud
server, the system vendor constructs a geo-visual database that
relates the geolocation with the image features. With the image
collected and outliers removed, the system vendor groups the image
collections based on geolocations, extracts per tree coverage image
features, and constructs the vocabulary trees corresponding to
each GPS range. During online image matching, the relevance of
the camera image and the database image is determined by the
similarity of the feature search paths down the vocabulary tree
from two images [7, 21], and the database image with the highest
relevance score is considered as the top match. Upon finding the best
match with the smartphone’s input image, the system will derive
the POI label, e.g., the Starbucks on Main Street, as a reference for
related POI AR effects, e.g., a virtual overlay aligned on a wall with
current coffee promotions, for the user.

Indexing Features as Vocabulary Forest

Despite the fact that a single vocabulary tree can scale up to 1M
images [21], for both latency- and privacy-sensitive applications,
we seek to enforce the latency cap by shrinking the vocabulary size
to match the GPS error bound (30m), motivated by observation 2 in
Section 2.1. We propose to construct a vocabulary forest that covers
the entire urban area with numerous shallow vocabulary trees,
with each tree covering an independent region. Doing so has the
following benefits compared to constructing a monolithic tree that
covers the entire urban area. First, it significantly reduces the search
latency, as the tree size goes down monotonically with the tree
coverage size. Second, finer-grained segmentation in tree coverage
effectively removes false positives in image matching, as will be
shown in Section 4. Third, unifying the vocabulary tree coverage
enables stable content transmission and computation across all
regions, as compared to arbitrary segmentation, e.g., the shopping
mall [15] or the entire street. Constructing a vocabulary forest ahead

Database maintenance In the real world, outdoor environments
change sporadically in urban areas. The system vendor needs to
regularly update the POI information and corresponding image features in the database. Furthermore, computer vision algorithms are
usually sensitive to the variation of seasons, weather, and lighting
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Methods
No. Images Generation time Storage cost
Geo-visual ∼ 100K [26] ∼ 12s/building
∼ 0.1MB/building
3D City
∼ 10M [27]
∼ 4hrs/building
∼ 2MB/building
Ratio
∼ 1:100
∼ 1:1200
∼ 1:20
Table 3: A head-to-head comparison of constructing a geovisual database vs a 3D city model. The former incurs significantly lower cost than the latter.

conditions, calling for more diverse image feature collections under
different conditions.

3.2

Incremental Tree Prefetch

Prefetching all nearby vocabulary trees may incur meaningless
network resource waste, e.g., vocabulary trees downloaded are
never queried later. To reduce unnecessary network traffics, we
propose to prioritize the prefetch sequence and predict the user
trajectory.
Prioritizing prefetch We propose to prioritize the prefetch sequence based-on the overlapping region size between the GPS error
range and nearby tree coverage. Due to the uncertainty of GPS
positioning in urban areas, the exact user location could be within
a circle with a radius of nearly 30m, the GPS error range in urban
areas reported in prior work [4, 15]. As a result, the error circle
will overlap with the nearby tree coverage by different sizes. The
system prioritizes the tree prefetch by downloading the trees that
have more overlapped region with the GPS error circle, i.e., the
user is more likely to appear in this region, and ignores the trees
with overlapped regions smaller than a pre-defined threshold, e.g.,
10%, indicating that the user is less likely to appear in that region
without further movements.

AR type, as shown in Table 1. Upon recognizing the POI, the system
picks up a set of parameter values profiled ahead-of-time, catering
to a specific AR type. For example, for markerless AR that renders
an interactive 3D object in free space, the accuracy required is
∼1m, so that SLAM could relax the parameter values to support
smoother 3D object rotations and movements; for superimposition AR that provides an alternate view of an entity, the system
should choose higher parameter values to control the error within
a few centimeters and naturally align the AR object with real-world
entities.
Adaptation to various environments Under real-world environments, the conditions sometimes could be unpredictable, e.g.,
the building texture or the camera moving speed. We propose to
adapt the camera pose estimation to various environments automatically to meet the accuracy and latency goals. For example, upon
detecting a dramatic drop in the number of feature points detected,
the system automatically boosts the image resolution or the frame
rate to offset the potential accuracy loss. Due to the elasticity of
SLAM, as will be shown in Section 4, the positioning accuracy only
drops slightly with higher image resolutions and frame rates, even
if the number of feature points drops 40%.

Predicting user trajectory We propose to prefetch the vocabulary tree by predicting the short-term user trajectory based on
the crowdsourced digital footprints. In densely populated urban
areas, users enjoy sharing their digital footprints on social media
while visiting different places of interest [34]. The POI AR effects
are easy to go viral on short video sharing apps like TikTok and
thus attract more and more users to visit. The system prioritizes
the tree prefetch by downloading the trees covering more popular
POIs.

4

Adaptive tree replacement Continuous vocabulary tree downloads stress the device storage space, and we propose to replace the
downloaded trees based-on the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy.
The system caches the trees with more frequent recent visits and
removes the trees that have not been visited for a long time. It not
only avoids repetitive downloads but also effectively removes the
contents that are unlikely to be queried in the near future.

3.3

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We carried out several preliminary experiments that validate our
key designs. The measurements are benchmarked by a few wellknown computer vision libraries, including DBoW2 [7]: a vocabulary tree library; ORB_SLAM2 [20]: a real-time SLAM library; and
colmap [27]: a general-purpose 3D reconstruction pipeline.
Ahead-of-time construction cost comparison Vocabulary forest construction is significantly cheaper than the 3D city model
reconstruction, as shown in Table 3. For example, constructing the
geo-visual database for a small town like Palo Alto in CA (≈ 26
miles2 ) needs roughly 100K images [26]. On the contrary, constructing a 3D model for a single building requires ∼2K images taken
from different relevant locations and angles [27]. To reconstruct
3D Palo Alto, the total number of images could easily go up to
10M [8], ∼100× more efforts in data acquisition. With sufficient
images, the construction time for a single 3D building takes another
four hours [27], nearly 1200× more expensive than constructing
vocabulary trees. 3D reconstruction also incurs 20× more storage
costs by storing RGB-D voxels [27] compared to feature vectors [19].

Adaptable Camera Positioning

We propose to utilize domain knowledge to provide smoother AR
effects and user experiences towards various AR types under different real-world environments. As mentioned in prior sections, there
are a set of parameters that could be tuned, e.g., the video resolution,
the frame rate, and the number of features per frame, and different
choices of parameter values will result in different positioning accuracy and latency. The above parameters have different impacts on
the positioning accuracy. For example, for two consecutive frames,
more extracted feature points rectify false correspondences, and
a higher sampling rate smooths camera movements and avoids
dramatic shifts of correspondent feature points, both contribute to
higher positioning accuracy.

Vocabulary forest vs monolithic tree Smaller tree coverage
speeds up image matching and reduces false positive rates. We
collected our micro dataset on eleven stores (∼100m) on University
Avenue, Palo Alto, CA, and each store has around ten photos taken

Adaptation to different types of AR We propose to explore the
trade-off space by profiling the positioning accuracy and latency
under different set of knob values to meet the requirement of each
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Assisting GPS with various inertial sensors Prior work has
proposed several hybrid approaches to enhance outdoor GPS accuracy by utilizing low-power inertial sensors [4, 5]. However, they
still incur significant errors and are unable to support POI AR.
WiFi-based localization [16, 17] achieves centimeter-level errors,
but this technique is unable to derive real-time 6DoF camera positions. Although fusing 3DoF WiFi localization and 3DoF orientation
estimation from gyroscopes is practical [1], the technique is mostly
limited to indoor environments.
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under different environments.

Image feature-based place recognition City-scale place recognition [26] emerged more than a decade ago, with the advance of
vocabulary tree [21] based feature [19] extraction, indexing, storage, and searching. Prior work [6, 15, 31] proposed various ways to
reduce online query time by fully/partially offloading the recognition task to the cloud, which missed the opportunity of on-device
computation that avoids potential severe private data leakage. To
reduce memory usage, Hedau et al. [12] proposed to download
pre-trained random forest classifiers on-the-fly based on the user’s
rough GPS location. This technique also avoids uploading the camera image to the cloud. However, to support the place recognition
in the entire urban area, above work requires significant extra effort
in classifier training. Besides, knowing only the POI label is not
sufficient for AR applications relying on the real-time estimation
of camera poses.

Figure 2: Preliminary Results

from different relative locations and angles. In the evaluation, every
single image is excluded from the entire dataset once for crossvalidation. We set the tree depth (L) as 5, and varies branching
factor (K) between 9-11 to fit the image numbers in each coverage
(∼2000 features per image, k L total leaf nodes [26]). As shown in
Figure 2(a), by enlarging the coverage from 4 stores (30m) to 11
stores (100m), the search latency goes up more than 40%, while the
top-1 image matching accuracy drops from 0.93 to 0.82.
Prefetch can save up to a few seconds Transferring visual data
on-the-fly incurs significant extra overhead. As a result, under the
typical network bandwidths1 provided by the measurement results
from prior work [10, 13, 28], downloading a monolithic vocabulary
tree with tens of GB will completely ruin user experiences. By
confining the vocabulary tree coverage to the GPS error range
(∼30m), the tree size is nearly 1MB, and downloading these trees
only incurs 1.01s and 1.2s overhead under the typical LTE and WiFi
network bandwidths, respectively.

SLAM-based AR solutions SLAM algorithms are the core of
ARKit [3], ARCore [9], and a wide range of real-time AR solutions [18, 22]. Prior work [14] augmented SLAM by inertial sensors
to enable higher positioning accuracy. Hashemifar et al. [11] augmented SLAM with WiFi for higher accuracy and lower latency. All
above approaches standalone cannot support POI AR apps whose
POI information is the prerequisite of rendering relevant AR effects.
Emergence of 5G The emergence of 5G will benefit our system
by enabling more downloads of vocabulary trees along the user
trajectory with nearly no transmission delay. However, 5G still
cannot root out potential privacy leaks while uploading the user
images to the cloud server.

Adaptable camera positioning SLAM can adapt to diverse environments. We emulate different real-world environments on The
KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [30], whose video data is captured
with resolution of 1241×376 at the frame rate of 10 by a monocular
visual odometry. The positioning results measured on the highest parameter values provided by the dataset is considered as the
ground truth. We picked the resolution of 930×282 (resized to 75%),
the frame rate of 6, and the feature number of 1.5K per image as our
test setup. For example, as shown in Figure 2(b), assume that the
feature points extracted drops 40% on smooth building textures, the
measured positioning accuracy drops 9.6%. In this case, raising the
camera capturing resolution to 1241×376 will promote the positioning accuracy to 98.0%. Another example is a user moving in a 3×
faster speed, i.e., missing 2 frames in every 3 frames compared to
the default test setup. As a result, the positioning accuracy drops 4%.
Accordingly, elevating the resolution to 1241×376 and extracting
500 more feature points on each frame will promote the positioning
accuracy to 98.5%. Co-tuning above parameter values still performs
real-time camera pose estimation.

6

CONCLUSION & ONGOING WORK

The increasing prevalence of POI mobile AR applications presents a
critical opportunity for a more practical large-scale urban localization system. We propose to construct an inexpensive localization
pipeline with image feature matching and SLAM in tandem. With
three key design points discussed in Section 3, we can significantly
cut down the ahead-of-time construction cost, reduce online user
wait time, and adapt the camera positioning to various AR types
and real-world environments.
We are now prototyping our system according to the key designs
detailed in Section 3 and will thoroughly evaluate our system with
larger image collections.
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